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Pipeline Safety Regulations on the Horizon 
Significant changes to pipeline safety regulations, many of which will have a tremendous affect on  
transmission and distribution companies, have been proposed. Last month, the Pipeline and  
Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) published a preview of 
the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) Pipeline Safety: Safety of Gas 
Transmission and Gathering Pipelines. The NPRM was published in the 
Federal Register on April 8 and is now in the comment period.

“The NPRM primarily addresses issues related to the integrity management 
of gas transmission pipelines, but it also has new requirements for select 
classifications of gas gathering pipelines,” stated Jenny Hudson, P.E., Vice 
President, Integrity Management. “This is probably the most significant  
pipeline safety rulemaking that we have seen since the gas integrity  
management rule (Subpart O) was released in 2002, and in many regards, 
this is more significant.”     
                     
The new regulations will affect gas transmission and gathering pipeline  
operators. “This rule will have a significant impact on our industry,  
particularly as it relates to ongoing assessment work, MAOP validation, 
materials verification, and data. There are approximately 297,800 miles of 
onshore gas transmission lines in this country, and they will all be affected in some manner by this 
proposed rulemaking. The requirements are very data driven and will require a significant increase 
in required testing and inspections,” Hudson noted. “Additionally, PHMSA has estimated over 60,000 
miles of previously unregulated onshore gas gathering lines will be subject to new pipeline safety 
requirements. Our clients can be assured that we will stay on top of these regulations and continue to 
provide value-added and cost effective solutions with expertise, timeliness, and professionalism.”



According to Hudson, the NPRM has been anticipated ever since the Advanced Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking was issued in August 2011. “Multiple considerations factored into the rulemaking,  
including the Pipeline Safety, Regulatory Certainty, and Job Creation Act of 2011 and the National 
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) report on San Bruno. The recently-issued NPRM directly relates 
to some of the requirements contained in the Act as well as recommendations made by the NTSB. 
Ultimately, PHMSA believed certain requirements currently included in Parts 191 and 192 needed  
to be enhanced and clarified,” she concluded. 

*Source: US DOT Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration Data as of 9/25/2015

Resources:
Pipeline Safety: Safety of Gas Transmission and Gathering Pipelines. Action: NPRM

Integrity Services web page 

Customized Process Design Solutions Expertise 
EN Engineering’s reputation for providing expert, multi-discipline energy engineering solutions is 
widely known; however, many customers are unaware that our team also offers expertise in process 
design for refineries and chemical plants. “Our 
team brings decades of operational and project  
experience to chemical process design projects. 
We understand the complex concerns that a client 
faces on a day-to-day basis and can solve  
challenging design problems,” stated David  
Gibson, Vice President, Industrial Solutions.

From creating block flow and process flow  
diagrams and developing heat and material  
balances, to calculating and specifying normal  
operating conditions for equipment, EN Engineering  
offers a full range of chemical process design  
services. “We have the ability to develop process  
simulation models using ASPEN Plus, HYSYS,  
and other programs that size equipment, model the 
processing of raw materials into finished products, 
and create detailed cost estimates that help  
management determine the viability of projects,”   
reported Gibson. “In the refinery setting, these  
simulation models allow us to mathematically break 

http://www.phmsa.dot.gov/portal/site/PHMSA/menuitem.6f23687cf7b00b0f22e4c6962d9c8789/?vgnextoid=92754a27004c3510VgnVCM100000d2c97898RCRD&vgnextchannel=f0b8a535eac17110VgnVCM1000009ed07898RCRD&vgnextfmt=print
http://www.enengineering.com/integrityservices/


down crude oil into gas, diesel, and kerosene by simulating the outputs of all these different  
components, which is a big deal for management.” Other areas of expertise include developing heat 
and material balances for processes, process design for fired and unfired equipment, and developing 
operating procedures.

EN Engineering’s 25 process engineers are leaders in the field who write standards, lead industry 
committees, and possess expertise in design, operations, process improvement, and environmental  
compliance. They have worked on the owner and client side, so they recognize the issues that have 
to be addressed and understood in a process design. “What makes our team special is that we have 
an excellent balance between experts with decades of knowledge and smart young people with 
technical know-how,” explained Gibson. “This is a great combination that provides clients a complete 
range of expertise and allows us to offer customized, cost-effective process design solutions.”

Resources:
Chemical Process Engineering cut sheet 

Industrial Solutions web page

Field Services Expanded for 3rd Party Inspections 
An increased emphasis on pipeline construction inspections is recommended in Miscellaneous 
Changes to Pipeline Safety Regulations, an amendment to Pipeline and Hazardous Materials and 
Safety Administration (PHMSA) regulations, issued as a Final Rule on March 11, 2015. Revisions to 
Parts 192 and 195 specific to construction inspections 
have not gone into effect pending additional review 
by PHMSA; however, the revisions will likely require 
operators to have construction inspections performed 
by personnel other than those directly involved with 
the construction. To help clients meet this pending 
requirement, EN Engineering is expanding its field 
services and inspection management services. 

“We have an expert team of professionals and are 
uniquely positioned to provide inspection services as 
third-party auditors,” stated Brad Haas, Senior Project 
Manager, Distribution. “We take this role very seriously  
and have developed the internal processes and  
procedures to represent our clients in the field  
and to assure them that their installations follow  
government regulations, as well as their own  
policies and procedures.”
 
With a staff of more than 50 inspectors, the EN Engineering team averages more than 25 years  
of industry experience and includes chief inspectors, utility inspectors, weld inspectors, coating  
inspectors, and restoration inspectors. Most have previously worked for utilities and pipeline  
contractors, so they are very familiar with the culture and environments utilities work within.  
“We provide inspection services from the wellhead to the customer’s home, including transmission 
lines, storage fields, regulating stations, distribution lines, service lines, and customer meter sets,” 

http://www.enengineering.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Chemical-Process-Engineering.pdf
http://www.enengineering.com/industrial-solutions/


stated Haas. “And, with 15 locations across the country, 
we can service clients locally, and we have the unique 
ability to manage projects from conception to close-out.” 

In addition to inspection services, EN Engineering’s field 
services also include construction management. “These 
services complement our design services. We’re on the 
front end of projects on design, and then we can follow 
the project through completion on the inspection side,” 
commented Keith Johnson, Vice President, Baltimore. 
Johnson’s office is currently working on two large-scale construction management projects for clients 
in Pennsylvania and Massachusetts. “Our construction managers are the primary point of contact 
during construction and function as the clients’ eyes and ears. This includes reviewing the  
construction schedule, tracking all the work, keeping clients up-to-date on progress, providing daily 
observation reports and updates, tracking the materials that were delivered and installed, ensuring 
that welding certificates and operator qualifications (OQs) are up-to-date, providing safety reviews, 
recording when testing took place, and resolving any issues that come up during the life cycle of the 
project,” stated Johnson.  
 
“We recognize the importance of utilizing qualified and trained personnel to handle these tasks, 
someone who has the knowledge and experience and can identify potential issues either before  
or during construction, who can provide economical solutions based on leading industry practices  
and then convey this information to the client and the contractors in the field in an effort to minimize  
downtime during construction,” Johnson continued. “Many of our clients do not have ample  
construction oversight/management resources, therefore we make it our priority to provide resources 
that will ensure our clients’ best interests are served regarding their internal goals, schedules, safety 
standards and regulatory requirements.” Following job completion, the EN Engineering construction 
manager provides the client with a qualifications book that includes daily field reports, change orders, 
phone logs, and OSHA compliance documentation.

Resources:
Construction Management & Inspection Services cut sheet

PHMSA Final Rule

Meet Our People: Shantley Guidry  
In 2011 when Shantley Guidry generously offered to cover for John Mallinckrodt, Vice President,  
Los Angeles, on one of his weekly trips to California, he didn’t know his career path would lead him to 
the Golden State. Now, five years later, he heads up the EN Engineering office as Vice President in  
San Ramon. 
 
“John had been traveling on a weekly basis to support our work with Pacific Gas and Electric (PGE), 
so I offered to cover for him when needed. One thing led to another, and eventually he asked if I 
would consider moving to California,” Shantley recalled. “It was a 2-year trial, but I enjoyed the work 
and decided to stay.” Initially, he and one other engineer were embedded with the PGE team. In  
December 2014, EN Engineering moved into a separate office space, and as the relationship with 
PGE has grown, so has the EN Engineering office. The San Ramon office now houses 21 employees.
Shantley believes the office is successful due to its focus on customer service. “At the end of the day, 

http://www.enengineering.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Construction-Management-and-Inspection-Services-Cut-Sheet.pdf
http://www.phmsa.dot.gov/portal/site/PHMSA/menuitem.6f23687cf7b00b0f22e4c6962d9c8789/?vgnextoid=dd9f779cafefb410VgnVCM100000d2c97898RCRD&vgnextchannel=f0b8a535eac17110VgnVCM1000009ed07898RCRD&vgnextfmt=print


it’s all about producing a quality product for our customers,” he remarked. 
“My goal is to maintain excellent levels of client service, ensuring projects 
are completed on time, on budget and to the customer’s satisfaction. 
I’m constantly in touch with our drafters and engineers to ensure we are 
meeting our clients’ requirements.”   
 
In addition to his project management responsibilities, Shantley leads the 
ISO certification team, conducting internal audits twice a year. “It’s very 
important work,” he explained. “We are constantly reviewing systems for 
compliance and looking at ways to improve what we do so that we deliver 
the best work product to our clients.”

After receiving a degree in mechanical engineering in 1980 from  
Southern University in Baton Rouge, Shantley began his career as a staff 
engineer for the Natural Gas Pipeline Company of America. He remained 
there for 18 years, working on a variety of projects, including engineering 
pipeline and metering stations in Texas and Arkansas, pipe inspection at a 
Napa Valley steel mill, and construction oversight when pipe was installed 
in Nebraska.

His impressive resume also includes work as an independent consultant and the owner of a popcorn 
business. “I worked weekends producing, bagging, and delivering popcorn to grocery store chains,” 
he explained. “It was fun, but challenging at times. Engineering is engineering, and even when I was 
producing popcorn there was equipment, conveyors, and logistics to deal with. You just learn to build 
quality into everything you do.”

Shantley and his wife, Lori, have two daughters and are now empty-nesters. They spend weekends 
exploring the restaurants, theatres, natural attractions, and golf courses that the Bay Area offers.  
“We are foodies, so we love cooking up favorite Cajun recipes from my Louisiana upbringing or trying 
new restaurants. This area offers a lot of great seafood and Chinese options,” he commented. And of 
course, he also enjoys the beautiful northern California climate where he can golf year-round. “Since 
we’ve been in California, we’ve done a little bit of everything ...whale watching, driving the coast,  
visiting Yosemite, and seeing the wineries. We are very happy here,” he concluded.  

Look for EN Engineering representatives at a variety of industry 
exhibitions and conferences this spring. EN Engineering  
representatives will be available at these upcoming shows:

May
2-5

10-12
13-15

 
17-19
23-25

 
24-26

June
2-3 

 
7-8
11

12-15  
19-22

  21-23

IEEE/PES Transmission & Distribution Conference
Kinder Morgan Supplier Showcase
Midwest Energy Association –  
Electric Operations Technical Meeting
Appalachian Underground Corrosion Short Course
ILTA International Operating Conference  
& Trade Show
Eastern Gas Compression Roundtable

EAP Mid-Atlantic Gas Transmission  
& Distribution Seminar & Expo
NGA Spring Operations School
Cushing Chamber BBQ & Blues Festival
EEI Annual Convention 
AWWA ACE 2016  
ASME B31.8 Gas Transmission and  
Distribution Piping Systems Committee
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Editor: Erika Wysaski 
MessENger is published for customers of EN Engineering. To submit comments, story ideas, or to be 
added to the MessENger distribution list, please contact: ewysaski@enengineering.com.
 
EN Engineering provides comprehensive and dependable engineering, consulting, design, integrity  
management, corrosion protection, and automation services to pipeline companies, utilities,  
and industrial customers with excellence from start to finish.
 
EN Engineering, 28100 Torch Parkway, Warrenville, IL 60555

 Follow us on LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/company/en-engineering
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